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Airer Choir is an interactive “clothesline” installation in which the metaphoric action 
of hanging clothes on a clothesline or clothes airer is recognized as creating sonic
events. People can participate in musical performance by hanging “clothes”. The 
aim of the installation is to determine the potential of an ordinary everyday action to 
represent, with the help of digital technology, an artistic idea.

Features

     - based on an ordinary “everyday” object: clothesline
     - designed to utilize daily task as a gesture for musical expression
     - offers highly intuitive and natural experience to the user 

Interface Design

User inputs (and gestures)
     - Clothes position

                                                      multiple (photo) sensors on the line | discrete

 

                                                                      external video camera | continuous

                                                             multiple “tone holes” on the bar | discrete

     - Bar/line movement: piezo sensors

     - Additional information: color, shape, etc. by video camera

Implementation

Based on the clothesline metaphor, four different types of musical interface were 
developed for performances and exhibitions.

Case 1

Photo sensors were placed on two lines: change in light indicates change in state.

Case 2

Several cameras were installed behind the line to detect the position and color
of the clothing. Sounds were played through the loudspeakers near the poles.

Case 3

Each pipe had several tone holes, as well as a speaker unit at one end and a
microphone was placed at the other end. The resonant sound in the pipe was 
analyzed to detect the position of “covered” tone holes.

Case 4

A piezo sensor was placed in the middle of a pipe to measure pipe motion/
vibration. Magnitude of the vibration was used to control volume and
reverberation effect. 
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